travel itinerary
ground package

4D3N Best of Guilin
Li River Cruise | Daxu Ancient Town | Elephant Trunk Hill
Day 1 Arrival in Guilin (Saturday)
Upon arrival at Guilin Airport, you will be transferred to the hotel and check in. You are free
at leisure to explore the city on your own or go bargain hunting at Central Square and Zheng
Yang Pedestrian Street as one of the most renowned commercial and leisurely streets in
Guilin. Overnight in Guilin.
Day 2 Guilin – Yangshuo – Guilin
B/L
After breakfast at the hotel, you will depart for Yangshuo. En-route, enjoy a cruise
experience on Li River to Xingping around 1 hour. While cruising along the Li River, you will
see graceful bamboo groves between spectacular limestone peaks, farmers tending rice
paddies, and lumbering water buffaloes pulling carts or cooling off in the river. Upon arrival
in Yangshuo, transfer to Yangshuo West Street, known for its unique mix of cultures. Also
called “Foreigners’ Street”, English has become the language of daily use in addition to the
local Yangshuo dialect. In the evening, return to the hotel and overnight in Guilin.
Day 3 Guilin
B/L
After breakfast at the hotel, depart to Daxu Ancient Town, 18km southeast of Guilin. It had
been the commercial premier of the area in the Northern Song Dynasty and really
flourished during the Ming and Qing Dynasties. Continue to local farm and stroll along the
country roads lined with beautiful farms and experience the Chinese rural lifestyle fruit
picking. Then, return to Guilin and visit Elephant Trunk Hill. The water flows through Moon
Cave giving an impression of an elephant drinking the water from Li River, the symbol of
Guilin. Next, explore the Rong Shan Lake scenic area that is located in the city center. Shan
Hu (Fir Lake) has two pagodas, which are called the Sun and Moon Towers. Continue to
Rong Hu (Banyan Lake) that has a number of attractions around its shores such as the
quaint “Twin Bridges”, the Ancient South Gate and 800 year-old banyan tree that the lake is
named after. Return to the hotel and overnight in Guilin.
Day 4 Departure
B
After breakfast at hotel and check out, you are free at your own leisure until your transfer
to Guilin Airport for your flight back to Kuala Lumpur.
Thank you and don’t forget to book your next travel arrangement with CIT!

From

MYR 450.00
Per pax (twin share)
*min 4 pax to go
PACKAGE CODE:
CHKWL3-02MT-5
PACKAGE INCLUSIONS
 3 nights’ accommodation at
selected hotel or similar class
on twin sharing basis with daily
breakfast
 Halal meals as stated in
itinerary.
 Return airport transfers.
 Transportation (Seat-in-Coach).
 English speaking guide.
 Entrance fees for all tours
mentioned in the itinerary.
PACKAGE EXCLUSIONS
 Airfare and taxes.
 Personal expenses.
 Tipping for guide and driver:
CNY20/pax/day.
 China visa fee. No China visa
needed if enter and leave via
Guilin Intl’ Airport with min. 2 pax
or more. You must stay at Guilin
less than 6 days (144 hours), and
cannot leave for other cities in
China.
 Others that are not mentioned in
the inclusions.
 Optional tours (CNY250 per pax:
Impression Liu Sanjie Show.
CNY180 per pax: Li River
Acrobatic Show).
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Hotel Information
4D3N Best of Guilin
PRICE PER PAX / PRICE QUOTED IN MYR

PACKAGE CODE: CHKWL3-02MT-5

Hotel

Twin

Eva Inn Hotel, Guilin or similar 3☆

400

Hotel Information
Eva Inn Hotel, Guilin 4☆
66号 Binjiang Rd, Xiufeng Qu, Guilin Shi, Guangxi Zhuangzuzizhiqu, China, 541000
http://www.evainn.com/

TERMS & CONDITIONS
 Prices are subject to change without prior notice.
 In the event hotel is unavailable, hotel of similar class will be booked.
 Compulsory shopping stop: Chinese Herb, Silk Factory and Jade Shop
 Surcharge will be applied if time spent at a shopping stop is less than 1 hour or for cancellation of shopping stop at
client’s request.
 Other terms & conditions apply.
 Visit http: www.cit.travel/terms-conditions for more terms & conditions.
 Block out dates: 4 – 10 Feb 2019 & 1 – 3 May 2019
 Validity until 30 Jun 2019

